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Today’s directional drillers need every technological advantage possible to reliably
In today’s demanding markets, wells are pushing the limits of drilling technology
construct their customer’s increasingly demanding wells. By providing a reliable,
in a never-ending quest to drill farther and faster, with greater efficiency and
cost-effective tool, D-Tech can help bridge the technology gap for independent
lower costs. Operators need nimble partners and reliable tools to drill high-quality
service companies, allowing them to win jobs with a dedicated fleet of first-rate
wellbores, with minimal downtime, in even the harshest conditions.
rotary steerable tools (RST).

Leveraging the knowledge gained from their rental business in
North America, extensive run history, and ongoing customerdriven engineering and product development, D-Tech Rotary
Steerable helps ensure that their sales clients can provide
operators with an RST that efficiently drills high-quality
wellbores in the sweet spot with minimal downtime and
cost-per-foot.
Minimize downtime while maximizing performance
At an average of 12 feet in length and with just 10 moving parts,
D-Tech’s fully rotating push-the-bit RST reduces complexity
and minimizes failure points. The result is fewer maintenance
headaches, smoother drilling across multiple applications, less
drag, and a more reliable BHA, allowing service companies to
stay in the hole longer.
Each component of the D-Tech RST has been designed and
tested for maximum longevity and field operation. The tool
boasts a track record of accuracy due to its three-axis, near-bit
directional package to keep the wellbore within the production
zone. Its configurable architecture enhances client flexibility
and fleet utilization.
D-Tech’s solution includes curved, lateral, and ruggedized
tools for operations in harsher environments. It can withstand
high-shock events without risk of damage that can occur with
other rotary steerable systems. It can also be integrated with
third-party MWD/LWD systems to ensure real-time directional
and diagnostic data for accurate well placement.

Long-term support and stress-free maintenance
D-Tech’s value-driven innovation extends beyond equipment
to provide the highest level of customer service. Every tool
purchase comes with the training and equipment necessary to
maintain it.
Optional support is also available throughout the drilling
process (pre-job, onsite support, 24/7 remote, and post-job
support services) as needed.

Ongoing maintenance requires only a small inventory of parts
and a facility with a hydraulic breakout unit and clean areas for
electronics maintenance, testing, and assembly typical of an
MWD R&M facility.
The system uses only the most durable components made
of the highest-quality materials to keep maintenance easy
for tool owners. Maintaining the system after each run will
help preserve the tool’s pinpoint accuracy and overall system
reliability. Post-run services take less than a day to complete
compared to competitor tools, which may take a week or more
to service.
The D-Tech difference
D-Tech is not a directional drilling company, but rather a
technology and performance enabler focused on providing the
best solution for the end user.
The company is obsessed with directional drilling and is
constantly researching and developing better ways to deliver
wells. As a result, upgrades and design enhancements to the
system, its associated control systems, and surface software
are part of their sustaining engineering process.
With flexible purchase terms available, the ability to own a fleet
of rotary steerable tools with possible compatibility to existing
MWD systems has never been easier.

Contact D-Tech today to learn how their robust RST can
help exceed directional drilling utilization rates, increase
performance goals, and reduce downtime and costs.
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